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 Source: Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources



Wetland + Trees =
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HOWEVER, very few trees flourish in 
standing water



Big Cypress National Preserve, 
Florida, USA 

Cypress domes

 Bald cypress (Taxodium distichum)

distribution



Big Cypress National Preserve, Florida, USA

- Most common vegetation class: Cypress Forest, Cypress Scrub, Pine 
Woodlands, and Mixed Graminoid Freshwater Marshes and Prairies 

Photo from Vegetation Mapping Inventory
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https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/Reference/Profile/2177237
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They found: the bigger the trees -> the higher 
the C sink 

(makes sense!)



BUT!

Cypress timber was historically 
harvested for valuable heartwood until 
the late 1950s (300 million board feet 
annually)

Today threatened by climate change 
(fires, drought, etc.)

Monitoring systems and maps are 
needed!

Source: Florida International University
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Problem statement

Why deep learning?

Outperformance in image analysis

Machines are cheaper than humans :), i.e., photo-interpretation (laborious 
and time-consuming)

Predictions are faster than tree-based algorithms, which enables large-scale 
and frequent updates
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- Produced by manual delineation of aerial photos
- Outdated, some areas not updated since the 1970s!
- Most recent iteration more than 10 years ago
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Datasets
- NAIP 2019 The National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP)

- 1-meter (resampled from 60cm for 2019)
- RGB + NIR

- PlanetScope mosaic 2019
- 3-meter spatial resolution 
- RGB + NIR

- GEDI from Google Earth Engine
- Sparse 25m rasterized data
- Spaceborne LiDAR

- Aerial LiDAR Canopy Height Model Data  
- 1m rasterized height map

- Vegetation Mapping Inventory
- Vegetation map (50m) 
- Field measurements
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https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/USDA_NAIP_DOQQ
https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/planetscope
https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/LARSE_GEDI_GEDI02_A_002_MONTHLY
https://glihtdata.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/Reference/Profile/2177237


Dataset comparison
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Reflectance of a typical plant leaf in the visible and near infrared
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- high degree of scattering of 
NIR in the spongy mesopyll 
tissue 

- evolved to help reduce the 
leaf temperature

Cross section of a typical leaf

PAR: Photosynthetically Active 
Radiation
NIR: near-infrared region of the EM 
spectrum



Land cover/species mapping from aerial imagery
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Datasets
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Aerial photos (RGB + NIR, 1m resolution rasters)



Datasets
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Aerial photos (RGB + NIR, 1m resolution rasters)



Datasets
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Aerial photos (RGB + NIR, 1m resolution rasters) Vegetation map (50m resolution vectors)



Data preprocessing - create grids
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Data preprocessing - select aois
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Data preprocessing - clip aerial images (input features)
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Data preprocessing - clip vegetation maps (labels)



UNet-based multiclass land cover classification

Model architecture

- Input: Aerial photos, RGB and NIR bands, 1-meter resolution, float
- Labels: Mask layer, 1 channel, 1-meter resolution, integer
- Number of classes: 15
- Validation percentage: 10%
- Learning rate: 1e-4
- Loss function: Weighted Cross Entropy

In practice

- 9 (training dataset) + 1 (validation dataset)
- 1 (testing dataset) (1x1km2 per image chip)
- 200 epochs 
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The last layer of the architecture performs an 1x1 convolution used to 
reduce the 64 components to the desired number of classes

Acknowledgement: Inspired by and adapted from the github repository developed by Srimannarayana Baratam and Georgios Apostolides

https://github.com/TarunKumar1995-glitch/land_cover_classification_unet


Results
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Challenges and future work

- Different resolutions between input imagery and labels
- Test over larger areas and more detailed classes



Methods - tree density mapping
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Tree density mapping through a regression task, using CNN (UNet architecture[1] with modifications as recommended by [2]) with “linear” activate at 
the last layer (for regression task)
1. Ronneberger, O., Fischer P. & Brox, T. U-net: convolutional networks for biomedical image segmentation. In International Conference on Medical Image Computing 
and Computer-Assisted Intervention (eds. Navab, N. et al.) 234–241, (Springer, 2015).
2. Koch, T., Perslev, M., Igel, C. & Brandt, S. Accurate segmentation of dental panoramic radiographs with U-nets. In Proc. IEEE International Symposium on 
Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) (eds Davis, L. et al.) 15–19 (IEEE Computer Society, 2019).

● 72 (256x256 px) Planet images resampled to 1 m 
resolution

● 47,651 manual labels (tree crown centroids)!!!
● 432 images after data augmentation + copies
● GeoTIFF format
● Ground truth: “gaussian filter” density maps

To predict



Methods - Model, hyperparameters and  training
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● UNet architecture model with “linear” activation at the last layer (for the regression task)
● Optimizer - Adam(lr=1e-04, 1e-05, 5.0e-05, 5.0e-06, decay= 0.0, beta_1= 0.9, beta_2=0.999, epsilon= 1.0e-8)
● Loss : mse, (rmse / y_pred.mean()) * 100, combined_loss ((rmse / y_pred.mean()) * 100 + count_loss
● Metrics: MSE, RMSE, (rmse / y_pred.mean()) * 100, RSE, MAE, count_loss!
● Epochs:30, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200, 400
● Training steps: 50, 60, 80, 100, 150
● Validation steps: 10, 20, 25, 40

Tree density mapping!



Tree density mapping
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Results
● Total number of predicted trees = 34,277,644
● Predicted mean tree density = 121.3 trees ha-1

● Train R2 = 0.30, Val R2 = 0.21
● Train MAE =0.006, Val MAE = 0.008
● Train Avg Err %= 140.1, Val Avg Err = 117.7
● Train RSE =2.65 , Val RSE= -
● Train RMSE = 0.009 , Val RMSE = 0.013
● Total labels = 47,651, Predicted=57,841 (21.3% 

overestimation)

Challenges and future work
● “Unharmonised” images
● Artefacts from Planet images
● Did not work well at overall count 

(about 2x overerestimation)
● Edge effect!!!!!!
● Biomass + C stocks map…

Discussion
● Tree counts informs about biodiversity
● Support plan for restoration and fighting 

climate change (planning guidance)

PlanetScope image Predicted tree density



Height retrieval from Planet Imagery: Datasets
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a
b

c

Fig: Data overview for training height model.  a, Spatial coverage and position of aerial LiDAR CHM and GEDI data. b, GEDI data distribution in one of 699 training 
patches. c, Aerial LiDAR CHM data spatial coverage in one of 627 training patches. Each batch is 600x600 pixels at 3m resolution, enlarged from the center of aerial 
CHM center. (Background: false color planet imagery NRG). 



Methods: Sparse supervision with Gaussian NLL loss

33Fig: Training and validation curves with different input and ground truth data. CNN model: UNet backbone, 
Efficientnet-b4 encoder. 

Pytorch NLL：

Learning 
Process：

If σ is a constant then loss function becomes equivalent to MSE*const.
σ is a variable in this case, and hence the network gives higher weight to 
data with lower variance.

Weights in the loss function can be the 
inverse distribution of the height. 

Fig: Ground truth height histogram 
and weight curve
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Fig: Height and uncertainty map for the research area and zoom in visualization. Planet Imagery with false color (NRG)

● Mapping with both mean height 
and variance. 

● Boundary area have very high 
uncertainty. (TTA?)

● The pattern with low height also 
show relatively low variance. 

● Model tend to saturate with the 
increase of height. 

● r2:0.23; mae:4.57.
● Future: drop out and deep 

ensemble for model uncertainty.

Results: wall-to-wall height mapping

Fig: Confusion plot between prediction 
and reference height. 



Results

- 1m Land cover classification
- Tree density map
- Tree height map
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Appendix
● Edge effect for tree density mapping at 

“unresampled scale - 3m”!!! (fig. right)
● About 10x underestimation of total tree 

count in some areas (the DL-based 
regression did not work well here!!!), 
and ~4x underestimation overall..

● Some changes in learning rate and no. 
epochs lead the model either to 
overtraining or lack of convergence (fig. 
below)
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Data pre-processing and training - tree density mapping
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● Gaussian filter generation around every tree centroid 
(kernel_size=15, sigma=4.0)

● Offline data augmentation(using imgaug library)
● Image upsampling to 1 m res + normalisation
● 80% training, 20% validation

(rmse/y_pred.mean())*100



Data pre-processing for unet-based landcover mapping
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